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Extruded Flat Handrails
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3” EXTRUDED FLAT
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Adams Safety Products

Revolutionary Design: The core of this handrail is channeled aluminum extrusion with a full radius on the edges.
Using extreme pressure, the 3” wide extrusion is tightly roll formed and clad with a minimum .024” thick sheet metal
in the finish of your choice. The channeled aluminum extrusion design of these handrails allows for easily adjustable
spacer locations that can be slid along the length of the handrail and locked into place. No more worrying about exact
spacer locations or hole locations in the cab wall, just the over-all length and quantity of spacers (stand-offs) required.
Manufactured directly from your measurements and specifications on our easy-to use worksheet, our accuracy
matches your measurements and your standards.
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$ESCRIPTION
3TAINLESS #LAD  "RUSHED
3TAINLESS #LAD  0OLISHED
9ELLOW "RASS3TEEL #LAD  "RUSHED
9ELLOW "RASS #LAD  0OLISHED
"RONZE3TEEL #LAD  "RUSHED
!RCHITECTURAL &INISHES
$)!-/.$ 4%8  '- TEXTURED FINISH
,).%. EMBOSSED FINISH
#(%#+3 EMBOSSED FINISH
2)00,%  3- TEXTURED FINISH
,%!4(%2'2!). TEXTURED FINISH
#!-"2)$'% TEXTURED FINISH
0).342)0% '/,$ COLORTEX FINISH
0).342)0% ",5% COLORTEX FINISH
0).342)0% ",!#+ COLORTEX FINISH
'//3%"5-0  /- TEXTURED FINISH
0%!2, '/,$ COLORTEX FINISH
0%!2, ",5% COLORTEX FINISH
0%!2, ",!#+ COLORTEX FINISH
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Exterior Cab Mounting Spacer
Lock Nut
3/8 x 4" NC Stud

Bent End
Comes with nut and washer
1.50

3.00

Comes with Toggler Mounting System

In Cab (Removable)
Mounting Spacer

1.50

1/4" Stud

1/4 Set Screw
Comes with Toggler mounting system
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Fax: 1-847-581-2949
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US: 1-800-929-9247
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www.adamselevator.com

